
 

As you can imagine, a lot of my conversations with my clients are about bear markets in 

general and this year’s bear market. 

  

Bear markets, of course, are defined as a stock market drop of 20% or more. 

  

Bull markets, in turn, entail a gain of 20% or more. 

  

History shows that every bull market is followed by a bear market. Just as every bear 

market is followed by a bull market. 

  

Bull and bear markets are as normal as the changing of the seasons. But they are far more 

unpredictable. 

  

That’s why so many investors find them terrifying. 

  

I’m not one of them, however. 

  

I suppose you might think that there must be something wrong with me psychologically. 

  

The lower the market goes, the more excited I get. 

  

When stocks crashed in 1987, I felt like a kid in a candy store. All these incredible treats… 

and everything was on sale! At that time, I did not have much money, so I was really excited 

to be able to buy far more than I thought I could before that October day when the markets 

crashed. 

  

My friends that were investors did not feel that way, however. They were petrified. 

I quickly learned that I had to curb my enthusiasm and speak to them like a trusted doctor 



going over their lab results. 

  

And yet… most were completely averse to taking new positions or adding to existing ones. 

  

In my own account, I picked up a few bargains while they were still dirt cheap, convinced 

that in the future I would be glad that I did. 

  

And I was. I remember buying TD Bank and Royal Bank and when I sold them 5 years later 

to buy my first house, was I ever happy I had bought when everyone was selling. The same 

thing happened in the crash of 2008. I remember buying Royal Bank at $33 in February of 

2009 and 10 months later it was at $58. 

  

In the decades that followed, I bought good quality companies during the good times too. 

  

But I accelerated my buying whenever stocks hit the skids, as they did in the bear market of 

1990, during the dot-com collapse from March 2000 to October 2002, after 9/11, during the 

financial crisis and Great Recession – and again during the COVID collapse. 

  

Today we are in the midst of the bear market of 2022. And people ask me, “What are you 

doing with your own money?” 

  

“I’m buying,” I say. 

  

“But don’t you think stocks will go lower?” 

  

Stocks can always go lower. They can go lower in a bull market, a flat market or a bear 

market. 

  

They can go lower than you expect and for longer than you expect. 

I’m a buyer anyway. 

  



Why? Here are three reasons…  

1. I look forward, not back. Too many investors obsess over how much their 

portfolios are down from the peak. (While seldom recalling that they never would 

have hit that peak if they didn’t own equities.) I’m more interested in the actions I can 

take now that will determine what my portfolio will be worth at the next peak. 

2. I have a long-term time horizon. I don’t have money I need in the short term in the 

stock market. (And you shouldn’t either.) I won’t be forced to sell at unfavorable 

prices, even if stocks go lower in the near term. 

3. Over the long term, I know the odds are in my favor. Look at the long-term chart 

of the S&P 500 below. Ask a class of fifth graders to point out where the best buying 

opportunities were. After about five seconds of analysis, they will point to each of the 

bear markets. As comedian Jeff Foxworthy would ask, “Are you smarter than a fifth-

grader?” 

 



Look, I realize it’s unpleasant to see the value of your stock holdings fall temporarily. 

  

After all, this is real money that we’re talking about. 

  

But have some perspective… 

  

Start at any date over the last 100 years… U.S. stocks were higher in one year 74% of the 

time, higher in five years 86% of the time, higher in 10 years 94% of the time and higher in 

20 years 100% of the time.** 

  

In a bear market, it’s okay to feel anxious, afraid or regretful. Even embarrassed, ashamed, 

or angry. 

  

You don’t have to be an unfeeling automaton to be successful in the stock market. 

  

Note, however, that I said it’s okay to feel those emotions. 

  

It’s another thing entirely to act on those emotions and run to cash, promising yourself that 

you’ll get back in later, when things look better. 

When things look better, stocks will be higher. And probably much higher. 

  

As Warren Buffett wrote in a Wall Street Journal op-ed during the 2008 financial crisis… 

  

"I haven’t the faintest idea as to whether stocks will be higher or lower a month – or a year – 

from now. What is likely, however, is that the market will move higher, perhaps substantially 

so, well before either sentiment or the economy turns up. If you wait for the robins, spring 

will be over." 

  

The great irony of stock market investing is that when the outlook is negative, the 

consensus is pessimistic and share prices are low… that’s the best time to buy!  

It never feels that way, of course. But that does not stop it from being so. 



  

If you have concerns or worries, call me. Do not sit and fret. I am here for both the great 

times and the not-so-great times. 

 

** https://www.macrotrends.net/2622/dow-jones-by-year-historical-annual-returns 

 

https://d2nwkm04.na1.hubspotlinks.com/Ctc/OR+113/d2nwKM04/VX6rTG5Z0tRNW3zrSxt5L15wtW6cqVBw4Q9-cHN9h9bJh3q90JV1-WJV7CgT2PW5HzHHJ644WbCW3hFZ3M7W0kzqW5ppvFv1ysdmPW63s-LX9gT5NPW221CNt2_-cc9N5kvxCyKhp6MW8whYmN1hxWXtW60bps03z1sJ2W8tBHCB6hYrZQW504Nyl3TLFXQW2VhQcj61qsHPW27HCrm4gT9GqW6683B47_9cvwW4ddzmG4rfJCLN1MgyWqwGRr2W1bxXx03gLTKnW50QX_K5M3ZGCW5PY-5W1yr84_W16C-Rk8s5Nv5W7HThq_65rNPfN2w4KHs7G6QjW4-HTkH3kW4Y0W4qWpbR1FQVVMW5vZ_SM5SWJhsW6601qT8xdFWgW7t1Jxt450KJ0W8PCHvc5Fk6J-W6G_vxg5ZchwM350W1

